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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Three in Three: Morris Teaching Alumni Are Consecutive ISD 200 Teachers of the Year 
 
Their successes affirm the strength of the Teacher Education Program at Morris. 
 
MORRIS, Minnesota (August 31, 2016)—University of Minnesota, Morris education alumni have swept Hastings Public Schools’ 
Teacher of the Year awards for three consecutive years. The latest in a long line of honors for Morris’s education alumni, their successes 
affirm the strength of the Morris Teacher Education Program (UMM TEP). 
 
Each year the Hastings district names an outstanding educator Teacher of the Year. Since 2014 those educators have been middle-school 
teacher Sara Bremer ’07 (2014), high-school teacher Kari Jaeger ’98 (2015), and elementary teacher Tom Brenny ’97 (2016). Their 
selection comes as no surprise to Professor and Chair of the Division of Education Gwen Rudney, given the comprehensive, rigorous 
nature of UMM TEP. Having read thousands of application portfolios as chair of the Minnesota Teacher of the Year program, Rudney is 
a veritable expert on the award and what it means for Morris alumni to earn it. 
 
“Morris teacher education graduates in both elementary and secondary programs complete a challenging program that prepares them for 
excellence in teaching, and student learning—for all students in all places—is the heart of our teacher education programs,” she says. “I 
am thrilled Morris graduates have received this recognition.” 
 
Rudney isn’t alone in recognizing UMM TEP’s role in preparing education students to be outstanding educators. Teachers of the Year 
Bremer, Jaeger, and Brenny also believe Morris teacher training prepared them for entrance into and later success and relevance in the 
field of education. 
 
“The people who are attracted to Morris are sent out into the world qualified and have the tools necessary to become successful in the 
work world. I had the opportunity to be in small classes and actually ask questions about what was going on in classrooms to better 
myself for my future career,” says Bremer. 
 
“Because I was taught, supported, and encouraged by professors (not teaching assistants), I entered the teaching profession confident in 
my subject matter” adds Jaeger. “I would choose Morris again, and I recommend Morris to my students.” 
 
Brenny, too, “graduated from Morris with all the tools necessary to be an effective teacher” and adds, “There have been many trends and 
buzzwords in education during my time as a teacher, but core teachings from Morris have stuck with me and have proven to transcend 
trends.” 
 
UMM TEP is part of the lifelong development of an effective teacher and includes the study of liberal arts disciplines, pedagogy, 
teaching, and other life experiences. Having completed a successful review in 2015–16, the program continues to be accredited by the 
Minnesota Board of Teaching and by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education. 
 
Morris offers an elementary education major that leads to Minnesota K–6 licensure, with optional endorsement in preprimary education 
or mid-level communication arts and literature, mathematics,  science, or social studies. Secondary education licensure offerings include: 
chemistry (9–12), communication arts and literature (5–12), earth and space science (9–12), French (K–12), general science (5–8), 
instrumental music (K–12), life science (9–12), mathematics (5–12), physics (9–12), social studies (5–12), Spanish (K–12), visual arts 
(K–12), and vocal music (K–12). More information is available at academics.morris.umn.edu/education-division. 
 
View this story electronically. 
 
Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students to grow 
intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A renewable and sustainable 
educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for lifelong learning, for work world flexibility in 
the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.  
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